Schizophrenia patients are known to have profound deficits in visual working 25 memory (VWM), and almost all previous studies attribute the deficits to decreased 26 memory capacity. This account, however, ignores the potential contributions of 27 other VWM components (e.g., memory precision). Here, we measure the VWM 28 performance of 60 schizophrenia and 61 healthy control subjects. Moreover, we 29 thoroughly evaluate several established computational models of VWM to compare 30 the performance of the two groups. Surprisingly, none of the models reveal group 31 differences in memory capacity and memory resources. We find that the model 32 assuming variable precision across items and trials is the best model to explain the 33 performance of both groups. According to the variable-precision model, 34 schizophrenia subjects exhibit abnormally larger variability of allocating memory 35 resources rather than resources or capacity per se. These results challenge the 36 widely accepted decreased-capacity theory and propose a new perspective on the 37 diagnosis and rehabilitation of schizophrenia. 38 39 41 42 43 44 Introduction 45
To systematically compare the VWM performance of SZ and HZ, we evaluated 134 almost all mainstream computational models of VWM. We provide some brief 135 introductions here, and readers may consider to skip the following paragraph to 136 directly reach the after results or go to Supplementary Notes 1&2 for detailed 137 mathematical and intuitive explanations of the models, depending on the reading 138 preference. 139 The first one is the item-limit (IL) model. The IL model assumes no 140 uncertainty in the sensory encoding stage, and that each subject has a fixed memory capacity and a fixed response variability across set size levels 41 . The second one is 142 the mixture (MIX) model, similar to the IL model but assuming response variability 143 is set-size dependent 25, 26 . Compared with the MIX model, the slots-plus-averaging 144 (SA) model 37 further elaborates the idea that memory resources manifest as 145 discrete chunks, and these chunks can be flexibly assigned to multiple items. We 146 also explored a modified version of the SA model, dubbed cosSA model, which 147 inherits the idea of discrete memory resources and further assumes that response 148 bias is stimulus-dependent and can be described as empirically derived periodic 149 functions. The fifth one is the equal-precision (EP) model, which is similar to the We compared all seven models using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) 171 and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 44, 45 . We found that ( Fig. 3) , among all 172 models, the VP model was the best-fitting model for over 84% of subjects in the 173 HC group under both metrics, replicating previous results in normal subjects 46, 47 . 174 Most importantly, the VP model ( Fig. 4) was also the best-fitting model for over 90% 175 of subjects in the SZ group. This result indicates that both groups use the same 176 observer model to perform the task. The VP model assumes that the mean resource (J # ) for processing a single item 181 declines as a power function of set size N, a trend characterized by two free 182 parameters-initial resources (J 1 $ ) and decaying exponent (a Analyses above have established that HC and SZ employ the qualitatively 209 same observer model to complete the VWM task. Their behavioral differences thus 210 should arise from the differences on some parameters in the observer model. We 211 next compared the fitted parameters of the VP model in the two groups. Results
212
showed that the two groups had comparable resource decay functions ( Fig. 5A , 213 initial resources, t(119) = 0.689, p = 0.492, d = 0.125; decaying exponent, t(119) = 214 1.065, p = 0.289, d = 0.194), indicating a similar trend of diminished memory 215 resources as set size increases. SZ, however, had larger variability in allocating 216 resources ( Fig. 5B , resource allocation variability, t(119) = 4.03, p = 9.87 ´ 10 -5 , d 217 = 0.733). This suggests that, although the two groups have on average the same 218 amount of memory resources across different set size levels, SZ allocate the 219 resources across items or trials in a more heterogeneous manner, with some items in 220 some trials receiving considerably larger amounts and vice versa in other cases.
221
This is theoretically suboptimal with respect to completing the task since the probe 222 was randomly chosen among all presented items with an equal probability. The
223
optimal strategy therefore should be to assign an equal amount of resources to every 224 item and in every trial to tackle the unpredictable target. Furthermore, our VP 225 model explicitly distinguishes the variability in processing items and the variability 226 in exerting a behavioral choice (e.g., motor or decision noise). We found no 227 significant group difference in the choice variability though we alter the model structure. 258 We further examined the estimated capacity of all subjects in all models that 259 contain the capacity parameter (i.e., IL, MIX, SA, cosSA, and VPcap models).
260
Consistently, none of the models showed decreased capacity in SZ (see full stats in 261 Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Figure 4 ). This result further rules out 262 capacity deficits in SZ.
263
In sum, we found robustly larger resource allocation variability in SZ in 264 both the VP and the VPcap models. Also, we found no evidence for decreased 265 capacity in SZ in all models that include the capacity parameter. These results Resource allocation variability predicts the severity of schizophrenic symptoms 270 We next turned to investigate whether the results from the VP model can . The majority of these metrics are behavioral thresholds related to capacity 318 rather than direct quantifications of capacity. Although these metrics indeed suggest 319 worse performance in SZ, they cannot directly reveal decreased capacity given the 320 presence of other components such as memory resource or choice variability. It is 321 still unclear how these components jointly determine performance. This is partly 322 because we lack appropriate computational models for the majority of the tasks.
323
The VP model is advantageous as it describes the generative process of the delay-324 estimation task and the change-detection task 46 . As such, it allows to disassociate 325 the effect of capacity from other VWM components.
326
The most notable result in our study is that no group difference is discovered 327 in capacity in all models that estimate capacity. One potential limitation here might 328 be that we only tested set size 1 and 3 given the limited number of trials we were 329 able to collect on SZ patients. We acknowledge that high set size levels that 330 challenge the subjects' VWM ability would lead to more accurate estimates of 331 capacity. But we tended to be conservative when designing the experiment as SZ 332 had already shown significant guessing behavior on set size 3 in our pilot 333 experiment (also see Fig. 2A ). Moreover, the fact that no capacity differences in all 334 models are unlikely driven by the parameter setting in a particular model. One 335 might also argue that adding the capacity parameter in for example the SA and MIX 336 models might not significantly improve goodness of fit but will be penalized by 337 AIC and BIC metrics, rendering worse models in terms of model comparison. We The current results also reveal links between resource allocation variability 387 and patients' negative symptoms, but not positive symptoms (Fig. 6 ). These heavily on VWM to interact with multiple agents and complete social tasks.
395
Deficits in distributing processing resources over multiple agents therefore might 396 cause disadvantages in social cognition.
397
In conclusion, our study proposes a new explanation that the resource 398 allocation variability accounts for the atypical VWM performance in schizophrenia.
399
This view differs from the decreased-capacity theory and provides a new direction 400 for future studies that attempt to promote diagnosis and rehabilitation for 401 schizophrenic patients. Stimuli and Task. 434 The subjects sat 50 cm away from an LCD monitor. All stimuli were generated by 435 Matlab 8.1 and Psychtoolbox 3 78,79 , and then presented on a LCD monitor.
437
Color delay-estimation VWM task 438 In the color delay-estimation VWM task (Fig. 1) , each trial began with a fixation 439 cross presented at center-of-gaze for a duration randomly chosen from a sequence shown on an invisible circle with 4 o radius. Our pilot experiment showed that SZ 443 patients exhibit a high dropout rate if the task is longer than 30 mins or too hard 444 (i.e., set size > 4). We therefore limited our task to set size level 1 and 3. The where is the mapping function. The distribution of sensory measurement (m) given the 54 input stimulus (s) can be written as: 55 The IL model has two free parameters: choice variability , and capacity K. 93 94 Mixture model. The mixture model (MIX) has been used in previous clinical research 6 . 95
Similar to the IL model, the MIX model only assumes the uncertainty from stimulus s to 96 the reported color ( ) and a fixed capacity K. The difference is that the uncertainty ( ) 97 reflects both sensory noise and choice variability, and thus the uncertainty is set-size 98 dependent (each set size has one ). The response probability can be written as: 99 , (S10) 100
where and denote the uncertainty for set size 1 and 3, respectively. The MIX model has 101 three parameters: uncertainty levels and , and capacity K. parameter of von Mises distributions can be computed by Eqs. S11&13: 122
The response probability in the SA model can be written as: 124
125
, (S15) 126
The SA model has three free parameters: unit resource Js, choice variability , and 127 capacity K. 128
129
Cosine slots-plus-averaging model. A recent paper 8 suggests that a modified version of 130 the SA model, dubbed cosine slots-plus-average model (cosSA), outperformed the VP 131 model to explain the delay-matching VWM behavior. To enhance the generality of our 132 study, we also followed that work and included this model. Briefly, the cosSA model 133 assumes that the unit memory precision is stimulus-dependent and exhibits a cosine-like 134 periodic fluctuation: 135 , (S16) 136 where and describe the fluctuation of unit memory precision ( ) as a function of 137 stimulus s. We can convert precision to the width of von Mises distributions 138 according to Eq. S4. According to capacity K, the discrete memory resource allocation is 139 described as Eq. S11-S14. Moreover, the cosSA model also assumes the response bias is 140 periodic: 141 , (S17) 142
where adjusts the magnitude of the bias. The probability of a response given the 143 stimulus can be described as: 144 , (S18) 145
The cosSA model has four free parameters: , , and capacity K. 146
147 Equal-precision model. The equal-precision (EP) model is very similar to the VP model, 148 except that an equal amount of resources is assigned to every item and in any trial. 149 Namely, the Eq. S2 does not apply to the EP model. In the EP model, the resource 150 assigned to one item declines as a power function (as Eq. S1). Then the resource at each 151 set size level can be converted to the width of the von Mises distribution using (Eq. S4). 152
The response probability is given by: 153 , (S19) 154
where J1 is the resource when set size is 1 (initial resources). The EP model has three free 155 parameters: initial resources , decaying exponent a, and choice variability . 156
157
Supplementary Note 2: Intuitive model explanations 158
Despite the mathematical details provided above, we further provide intuitive 159 explanations for each model and highlight their differences based on cartoon illustrations 160 in Supplementary Fig. 1 . Note that all stimuli are 0 because we transformed the reported 161 color to recall errors in each trial. 162
163 Item-limit model. In the IL model ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ), if the capacity K is larger 164 than the set size N (e.g., N=2, K=3, the left panel), all items can enter working memory. 165
The reported color follows a von Mises distribution with the mean as the color of the 166 probed stimulus. If the capacity K is smaller than the set size N (e.g., N=2, K=3, the right 167 panel), a probed stimulus can be stored within memory with probability K/N and out of 168 memory with probability (1-K/N). If the probed stimulus is in memory, the same rule of 169 von Mises distribution applies. If the probed stimulus is out of memory, a subject guesses 170 a color (i.e., with probability 1/2p, the uniform distribution of guessing). 171
172
distribution for both set size levels (i.e., same width of the blue and the orange 175 distributions in Supplementary Fig. 1A) , while the mixture model uses two von Mises 176 distributions with different widths for the two set size levels (i.e., different widths of the 177 blue and the orange distributions in Supplementary Fig. 1B) , to compensate the potential 178 different level uncertainty associated with two set size levels. Thus, the mixture model 179 has one additional free parameter than the IL model. 180 181 Slot-plus-averaging and cosine slot-plus-averaging model. The SA model regards 182 memory resources as several discrete chunks ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ). In the example of 183 Supplementary Fig. 1C , the subject has three (K=3) chunks of resources and the blue cups 184 stand for individual stimulus. If two stimuli are presented (i.e., two cups, set size = 2), the 185 scenario in which the number of resource chunks is larger than the set size, two resource 186 chunks are assigned to one cup and another chunk to the other cup. If the number of 187 resources is smaller than the set size (e.g., four stimuli/cups), one cup will receive no 188 resource, and the subject has to guess if this stimulus/cup is probed. The key difference 189 between the SA model and the three models below is that the SA model assumes discrete 190 resource chunks. 191
The cosSA model is a modified version of the SA model with three major changes 192 8 . First, the unit memory precision is stimulus-dependent and follows a periodic function 193 (see Eq. S16 and Fig. S1D ). Second, it also includes a response bias that is also stimulus-194 dependent and periodic (see Eq. S17 above and Fig. S1D ). Third, for simplicity it does 195 not include the response variability and only includes one uncertainty (i.g., encoding 196 precision) in the processing. 197 198
Equal-precision, variable-precision and variable-precision-with-capacity models. 199
The EP, VP and VPcap models share one core assumption: memory resources are 200 continuous, analogous to the amount of juice in a big mug ( Supplementary Fig. 1E) . A 201 subject needs to assign the juice (i.e., resources) into different cups (i.e., stimuli). In 202 Supplementary Fig. 1E , the orange cups stand for the mean juice amount an individual 203 cup receives in each set size condition. We can imagine that, given the total amount of 204 juice is fixed, the more cups (i.e., larger set size) the less juice on average each cup will 205 receive. This is reflected by the diminishing average amount of juice as set size increases 206
(also see Eq. S1). 207
Besides the core assumption of continuous resources, the three models have 208 slightly different specifications ( Supplementary Fig. 1F ). In Supplementary Fig. 1F, all  209 orange cups stand for the mean juice amount in each set size condition, and the blue cups 210 stand for individual stimulus. The EP model assumes that in each set size condition, each 211 cup receives an identical amount of juice (upper row in Supplementary Fig. 1F ). In the 212 VP model, however, each cup receives a variable amount of juice even though their 213 average amount is the same as in the EP model. Using two cups as an example, the 214 average amount of juice might be 10 ml but one cup might have 9 ml and the other one 215 has 11 ml. Whether the amount of juice in each cup varies is the key difference between 216 the EP and the VP models. Moreover, both EP and VP models do not constrain the total 217 number of cups. Therefore, a cup will more or less receive a little bit juice even though 218 there is a large number of cups (middle row). In other words, both the EP and the VP 219 models have no concept of capacity. In contrast, the VPcap model not only inherits the 220 assumption of variable precision and but also constraints the maximal number of cups 221 (i.e., capacity K) that can receive juice. If the total number of cups (i.e., N stimuli) is 222 larger than the capacity K, some cups will receive no juice, and the subject has to guess 223 the color of these stimuli. 224 225
Supplementary Note 3: Model fitting and comparisons 226
Model fitting. The BADS optimization toolbox in MATLAB 9 was used to search the 227 best-fit parameters that maximize the likelihood of response data in all trials. BADS has 228 been shown to outperform other default nonlinear optimization algorithms in MATLAB, 229 especially in the problems where gradients on loss function are not available or hard to 230 compute 9 . We fit all models separately in each participant. To avoid local minima, we 231 repeated the optimization process with 20 different initial seeds that are equally spaced 232 within a lower and an upper bound. Parameters bounds were set to be very broad to avoid 233 perception, we further set CSD from the color perception as a co-variate and repeat all 296 statistical analyses (see below). 297 298 Supplementary Note 6 Statistical results with the CSD in the color perception task 299 as a covariate. 300 VWM performance. We added the CSD in the color perception task as a co-variate to 301 VWM performance comparison of two groups. The repeated-measure ANCOVA (see the 302 main text for details of variables) results again showed a worse VWM performance at 303 higher set size level (F(1,119) = 100.676, p < 0.001, partial η 2 = 0.46). The group was 304 also significant (F(1,119) = 8.902, p = 0.003, partial η " = 0.070), indicating that HC's 305 performance was better than SZ's. The interaction between set size and group was not 306 significant (F(1,119) = 0.324, p = 0.570, partial η " = 0.003). Also, the color perception 307 ability had no influence on VWM performance (F(1,119) = 0.285, p = 0.595, partial η " = 308 0.002). These results replicated the results from the main text. 309 310 Fitted parameters of the VP model. Univariate general linear models were used for 311 comparing fitted parameters between the two groups. We regressed out the factor of color 312 perception by setting. Same as results in the main text ( Fig. 5 ), comparable resource 313 decay functions (Fig. 5A , initial resources, F(1,119) = 0.376, p = 0.541, partial η " = 314 0.003; decaying exponent, F(1,119) = 0.573, p = 0.451, partial η " = 0.005) and choice 315 variability ( Fig. 5C, F (1,119) = 1.702, p = 0.195, partial η " = 0.014) between SZ and HC 316 were found in this analysis. And SZ showed larger variability in allocating resources 317 (resource allocation variability, F(1,119) = 15.112, p < 0.001, partial η " = 0.114). 318 319 Fitted parameters of the VPcap model. The two groups did not show significant 320 differences in the resource decay function (initial resources, F(1,119) = 0.557, p = 0.457, 321 partial η " = 0.005; decaying exponent F(1,119) = 2.097, p = 0.150, partial η " = 0.017). 322 SZ had larger resource allocation variability (F(1,119) = 11.490, p = 0.001, partial η " = 323 0.089) and smaller choice variability F(1,119) = 5.616, p = 0.019, partial η " = 0.045) than 324 
